
 
List of corrections for 

Field Guide to the Cinderella Stamps of Canada, 
2nd edition,  

1st printing (May 2015) 
 

Page Cat. Number Description 

3 cc0090 printed on yellow-orange paper, not pink paper. Size is incorrect, 
should be: 51 x 60 mm (design 44 x 50 mm) 

20 cc0466 “AEROBEE-HI / FIRST ROCKET FLIGHT / SPAEROBEE” should be 
instead “AEROBEE-HI / FIRST ROCKET MAIL / SPAEROBEE” 

27 cc0540 image for type 139 should be labelled “139”, not “13”; image for type 
140 should be labelled “140”, not “9140” 

35 cc0691 “gummed” should be “self-adhesive” 

45 cc1275.3c colour should be “brown” instead of “black” 

45 cc1280 type “b” should be “purple”, not “blue” 

46 cc1303 “STF#1325” should be instead “TSF#1325” 

61 cc2134 should be “Rouletted” instead of “Perforated” 

68 cc2320.14 description should be “red on blue (a); dark blue on orange (b)” 

68 cc2320.16 description should be “dark blue on purple” instead of “black on purple” 

68 cc2320.36 description should be “dark brown on orange” instead of “dark blue on 
orange” 

68 cc2320.42 description should be “dark blue on purple” instead of “black on purple” 

68 cc2320.80 description should be “dark blue on red” instead of “dark blue on orange 
or red” 

106 cc3360 size is incorrect, should be 114 x 49 mm (design 102 x 38 mm) 

121 cc3691 size is incorrect, should be 42 x 54 mm (design 38 x 50 mm) 

134 cc4050 size is incorrect, should be 48 x 65 mm (design 41 x 58 mm) 

161 cc4360.2 & .3 Printed as a sheet of 100 (10 x 10), not 50 (10 x 5). 

161 cc4375 “International” should be instead “Independent” 

162 cc4410.16 should be “Perforated” only. The rouletted variety is type 36. 

174 cc4650.13-16 possibly issued in 1963 rather than 1964 

201 cc5346 stamp has been seen in red only, with overprinted text in black “1971 
ANNUAL / SNOW CARNIVAL”, not “GOOSE / LOCAL POST / 10¢”. 

204 cc5440.116 “37¢ orange” should be instead “38¢ orange” 

216 cc5830.1a for type 1a, colour should be “dark khaki” instead of “yellow-green”. 
Type 1a is illustrated, not type 1b.  

216 cc5830.3 “vertical label” should be instead “horizontal label”. 

 cc6160 “Norby’s Philatelic Journal” should be “Morley’s Philatelic Journal” 

252 cc7301.2 “imperfoarte” should be instead “imperforate” 

274 cc8050 stamps are rouletted not perforated 

276 cc8190 image labeled “7” should be labeled instead “6a” 
image labeled “6a” should be labeled instead “6b” 
image labeled “6b” should be labeled instead “7” 

299 cc8855.2-3 for types 2 and 3, size should be 86 mm, not 76 mm. 

303 cc8917.40b image labeled “40b” should labeled instead “41” 

309 cc8968.57 “as type 11” should be instead “as type 56” 

326 cc9550.5 “red on silver and gold foil” should be instead “red on gold foil”. Size 
should be 27 x 27 mm, not 26 x 26 mm. 



   

   

   

   

   

 
If you find any other errors or inaccuracies, please let me know at: birdbearpress@gmail.com. 

 
Thanks! 


